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Arcars carson

hain vs Buck
Kicks-off LJ Days
Who is HSC’s

The

best woodsman?

Lumberjack

Days’

throw four logs bolts,
proximately three feet

logging

_ events which start today at 12:45
pom. may decide,
The first event will be an exhibition sawing contest between
a chain saw and a double buck
saw. The chain saw will be manned by Gil Wright, a professional
faller who is now a math major
here. Stan Hall, chairman for the
logging events and his partner
Walt Mobley will handle the double buck saw. This event will
take place directly after the slave
sale at the stump by the cafeteria.
Following this event the Paul
Bunyan and ‘Bull of the Woods**
events will start at 1 p.m. in the
Redwood Bow! area.
Paul Bunyan competition involves
two men
boxing while
Standing on a log. The Bull of
the Woods events consist of a

single

and

double

bucking. con-

test, in which an axe is thrown
for accuracy at a target, and chop-_
ping. A participant must chop
through a log for time.
Another
event
is the pulp
throw.
A four man team must

each
long,

apbe-

tween two uprights, while being
timed, ‘‘It is similar to a game of
horseshoes,’

stated Hall.

The women's events which will
also take place today include
single and double bucking, axe
throwing,
match
splitting, and
log rolling on the ground. They
will take place in the Redwood
Bowl area and the woman who receives
the highest number of
points in the events will have
the honor of ‘Belle of the Woods’
bestowed upon her.
Tomorrow, May 18th, the lagging events wil! start at 10 a.m.
with log burling, (two men try to
stay on a log while rolling it)
and boom running, (logs are hooked end to end with swivels and
participants run from log to log)
at Fern Lake.
First, second, and third place
winners of logging events will re-

ceive engraved plaques.
It is still not to late to enter
the competition. Those wishing to
participate
may
sign up with
judges at the event area.

DAYS

Lumberjack Sweepstakes
Trophy Up For Grabs
by Betsey Hessman

Is your team going to win the sweepstakus trophy on Saturday? Then plan to enter all the events--voom run, chariot race,
log burling, bed race, tug-of-war, and greased pig contests. If
so, hurry and form your Decathalon teams, consisting of ten
members, These events are also open to individuals.
Burling and booming, the water events, will start at 10 at Fern
Lake. In the burling contest, two
men will compete against each

other

to stay on a floating log.

The booming event, in which two
contestants try to run as far as
possible on a series of logs, wil!
begin the next hour. The water
events wil] be followed by the

bed races in front of CES at 1:00.
The other events will be in the
field west of the corporation yard.
The first event, the Chariot Race,
will begin at 2:00. The final group
events will be the tug-of-war and
the greased
pig contest.
The
greased pig contest wil] be sponsored by the Tekes. If you have
any
further
questions
contact
either Rich Hoffman or Rich Mangan at their home address.
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Co-educational
visitation
was accepted by all but two
floors in the dormatories, and
although it was not used much
the first weekend, it was dubbed a success by the housing
department.
The third floor of Sunset
Hall and the North wing of Redwood voted against the proposal, but can re-vote a the issue at any time.
Limitations to the plan include the following: visitations
are to be by invitation caly;
visitations will be permitted
only on Saturdays and Sudays between the hours of 1
p.m. and § p.m.; doors must

remain open with uniform door
holders as provided by the College; aad student officers for
each floor must know the lec-

ation
of all members
of the opposite sex on the floa.
The limitations also require
that a standard sign-in form,
detailing the aame of the host,
same of the visitor, clearaace
of the student officer responsible, and the approval of tte
host’s roommate, be on file at
the main desk of the residence
hall.
Tae College reserves the
right to cancel the program at
any time and enforcement will
be handled through each residence hall's Judicial Council.

meet Stan Dubee, junior business
major,
in a run-off election for

ASB

President

on

Tuesday,

Friday

12:00 - CLASSES DISMISSED
12:15 - SLAVE AUCTION
Cafeteria

12:45 - POWER vs BUCK SAW
Cafeteria (Stump)
1:00 - BULL of the WOODS
Redwood Bowl
7:30 - CASINO NIGHT
Men’s Gym

Girls For Sale
Today At Noon
Girls to be sold to the highest

bidders at ‘“‘slave auction’ at
12:15 this afternoon in the cafeteria. This event sponsored by
Delta Zeta is part of Lumberjack

Days.
Gloria Wilmot is the chairman
of this event. Each year the pledges and junior actives, pledges
from last quarter, are sold at an
auction. These girls work to earn
money for the sorority for several
hours (from one to five) that afternoon for their buyers. The new
pledges for this quarter are Cindy
Collins, Carol Swanson, and Janet Fairbairn. There also may be
one or two more new pledges to
be sold. The junior actives are
Linda Hiersch, Linda McMillian,
Carol Foster, Carol Betts, Bonnie Sullivan, and Janice Lorenson. Mary Longton 1s a senior
pledge.
Anvone desiring further irnformation may contact Miss Wilmot at

10:00 - LOG BURLING
& BOOM
RUN
(Fern Lake)
- BED RACE

(CES)
1:30 - VW DRAG
Library

2:00 - CHARIOT RACE
ee ee
2:45 - TUG-O-WAR and GREAS*
PIG CATCH
14th & D St.
9:00 - DANCE
Men’s Gym

Gambling In
Gym Tonight
Gambling, entertainment, prizes and the winner of the beard
growing contest will be featured
during Casino Night in the Mens’
Gym, tonight.
Play money can be purchased
inside the door and used for the
various games of bingo, blackjack, poker and craps, according
to Scott Hector,
The Casino Night is sponsored jointly by the Lettermen's
Club and TKE. Hector is chairman of the event.

Determination Goes Into

Dorm Visitation Pun off Tuesda
Only .33% away from a majority vote, Harold Hartman, senior
forestenanagement
major
will

Events Schedule

Saturday

the DZ Sorority House.

No Plurality, ASB

Rights Granted

OPEN
Lumberjack Days’

A Modern Dance Concert

UCSGAY

ballot, received 92.82%, of the
votes cast for vice-president.
Five
representatives-at-large
were

also

elected.

They

are:

May

David Bennett, Don Crotty, Ken
-Fulghan, Gary Jensen, and Judy
Hartman received 49.48% of the Miller.
979 votes cast during elections
Chad Roberts, election com:
held earlier this week, while Du
tussioner,
reported
that 28,25°%,
of the student body voted in this
bee received 20.82%.
A majorelection. ‘‘Although this is less
ity, 50.01% will be needed in
than last year's election,
it 1s
Tuesday's election.
still a favorable turn-out in comAlso on the run-off ballot will
parison
to other state college
be Craig Richards and Craig Simelections."’
mons, candidates for treasurer.
Polling
areas
im the
CAC
Simmons
tallied 48.99", of the
Lounge,
Ed-Psych
lobby,
and
votes while Richards received a
Science
Building
will open to
close 48.18%. Again a majority
voters from 9-3 on Tuesday.
is needed,
Rich Winnie, junior economics
21.

SLC Approves Budget
For 1968 Frosh Camp
Rich Winnie, ASB Vice-President
and
Chairman
of
Frosh
Camp made his budget appeal for
Frosh Camp to the Student Legislative Council Tuesday night,
while Don Crotty, SLC member
resided.
Winnie

requested

$500,

for

what he felt was an improved and
expanded frosh program.
In defending his request, he pointed
out the extensive training and
time that has already been put
out by the selected counselors,
and the sacrifices they will have
to make all through the summer
and during Frosh camp itself.
Winnie explained that the progtam has expanded from two days
to a full week, and the price
dropped
from a $13,540 fee to
$8.00.
‘'The reason for the drop
in price,"’ stated Winnie, ‘‘is we
can't charge students for information they need to know.’

“The student body is benefitting.
By lowering the price
we are allowing more freshmen to
participate. They'll be better informed and adjusted,’’ said Winnie.

According to him, by making
Frosh Camp longer they will be
able to give more instruction of
registration, and get the students
better acquainted with HSC and
its social activities.
SLC approved the %500 allocation to Frosh Camp.
Conceming another matter of
the tudget, SLC discussed the

ASB

President's

request

for

a

tv

REHEARSING FOR TUESDAY'S MODERN DANCE
concert are Wayne Reynolds and Sandi Pesis. The per
it of being ‘‘out of the realm of formance, directed by Kay Chaffey, will feature the talthe student body presidency"’ the
ents of sixteen dancers. Many hours of work have gone
council
passed
the motion to
eliminate the public relations iato this recital which will be held in theMen's
4
Gym at
request.
8:15 p.m.

public relations budget of %200,
With the arguement running against
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Speaker Hours

It has come to my attention that scheduling for speakers on

this campus is becoming more difficult. With the quarter system as it is, there seems to be no time during a given week
when a speaker can aadress the students without an excessive
amount of conflict of times.
An unfortunate example is the demise of the Meet Your Prof
series, At one such lecture there was a grand total of six stud-

ents in the audience, counting myself and the MC. I asked myself: was poor attendance due to a lack of interest or conflict
in times?

Lack of interest? ‘I'he lecture was to have been ‘‘ Big Brother: Friend or Foe?"’ oy Jack Shaffer of the Psychology Department. According to Dr. Shaffer, the talk was to have been a
critical analysis of the student puplication, Big Brother. Certainly a talk like this, vy such a man as this, could not pe so
valueless as to attract only four students. How many of the
students who couldn't attend would have, had there peen no
conflict in times?

The fact that other

Meet Your Prof lectures have neen suc-

cessful is an indication that this type of series has value.
Should such a series die on the vine because there cannot be a
time when there is no conflict?
~I support the proposal that at least two hours a week be set
aside to allowfor lectures, meetings, rallies, etc. during which
times no classes will be held. This would allow the student to
pecome more involved in the college Community and would ben-

efit the educational process,
Certain memopers of the faculty are pushing for this measure

and with the students support it could become a reality.
In addition, I propose that the Meet Your Prof series

ve

‘‘pneefed-up’’ with more Controversial and pertinent subjects,
It has peen suggested that a panel of faculty members and students discussing topics of greater relevence to the college and
the world would help to stimulate interest. Judying from the
success of the recent ‘‘Man’s Search for Fulfillment’’ panel
discussion, this idea could prove to ve a good one.
TS.

Dr. Strahan Elected To
Chair Academic Senate
no

The Academic Senate here took
action
on the controversial

Position

Paper of the State Aca-

ment
with
charge
was

it,
a

feared
bit too

that
the
strongly

worded.

Statement,

implementation

Higher

Education,’*

accused

in)

the

State legislature of interference
in academic affairs. Senate mem>
bers, though generally in agree-

Phillips
Camera
Shop
623
H St.
‘The Best in

Photographic Supplies
822-3155

aged

Students

campus.

Such

of

a

apfor

Disadvant-

Program

a program

“‘McCarthy has introduced a
new politics, a straightforward,
directand honest apgroach, which
has struck a responsive chord in
millions
of Americans,"’
said
Gerald Hill, Co-Chairman of the
California
McCarthy
Campaign,
last Thursday to an audience of
approximately 100 students in the.
CAC.
Hill, who is also president of
the California Democratic Club,
stated
that
the
whole
set of
American institutions have gotten
out of touch with the mass of
American people and that McCarthy seems to be the only candidate with the courage to buck the
old)
machine-type
politics
and
hit right at the source of these

problems.

here

on

would

— provide for the admission of socjally and econdmically disadvantaged students, equalling two per
cent of the student body, who
would not otherwise be eligible
for admission,
The Senate also elected new
officers. Dr. Donald Strahan was
made chairman, and Dr. Alva Gillespie vice chairman, while Dr.
Glenda Richter was retained as
secretary. Named to the Senate
Appointments Committee were Dr.
Roscoe Peithman and Dr. Jean
Stradley. The new altemate rep
resentative to the State Academic
Senate will be Dr. Robert Dicker-

u*
sONne

With some 200 college students
participating,
Community

Involvement has made

has

been

the

only

its greate

est gains on this campus during
the 1967-68 academic year. Une
der the Tutorial Program over
11,390 man hours have been expended by HSC students. Starting as a smal] group of 11 concemed
individuals the program
has initiated work in the Manila,
Arcata, Sunnybrea,
Blue Lake,
McKinleyville, and Eureka areas,
The newest project was begun four weeks ago at McKinleyville, Four students now staff
the school library on Tuesday
evenings,
helping
students
to
use
the
facility,
write papers,

college

portunities

and

and

career

most

other

op-

increased

budget,

Involvement will bemore significant next

Books

For

Vietnam

Drive

by Al Steen
The
sight
was frightening.
Thousands
upon
thousands of

schools

books,

Mr. Hill then praised the new
group of college students who

jects.
In

have plaved such a unique role
in McCarthy's Campaign up to this
point.
Describing them as from
“a generation far more attuned to
the problems of their times than
any generation in the past,"’ Hill

school has been opened

went

on

door

to)

say

to door

that

style

of

with

their

informative

Campaigning,
the
students
had
plaved
an
extremely
important
role in McCarthy's past successes and would continue to do so
through the Oregon and California

stated

that

disenchant-

ment
with
the
goverment
had
been steadily growing due to the
Viet Nam war and the rising tide

of domestic problems.
‘*People have
begun
creasingly
tration, as

to

in-

distrust the adminis:
official statement aft-

er official statement has been
shown to be false or slanted.
Senator

McCarthy,

with

his

new

style of directness and honesty
can restore the stability and faith
in our government
which this
country
needs
and deserves,’
stated Hill.
Mr. Hall concluded by predicting that McCarthy would win the
Oregon

and

and

that

he

California

would

primaries,

enter

10nal convention
in a
tie for delegate votes

the nat-

three way
with Ken-

nedy

and Humphrey.
Following his speech, Mr. Hill
answered a number of questions
from the audience, most of theta
concerning McCarthy's voting record and the type of people involved in his organization.

initiate

Manila,

similar

where

a

pros

closed

two nights

a week,
the program has made
its biggest effort. With 78.tutors

last

quarter

and

64

this

quarter,

the
program
has = attempted
to
bung
educational
expenences,
aid in school work, and perso: :!
human concern to the chiidren of
that community. The program in

Manila

has

been

floundenng

due

to the large numbers participating;
inadequate
administration

and coordination,
from

the

and lack of help

college

community,

school system, and the ManilaArcata area at large. Lack of understanding
the

fear

has

of

mnor

centered

upon

economic

loss

to the exclusion of community
need and student effort. Faced
with closure of the school the
program

has

drastically

restrict-

ed its activities, thus excluding
those children most in need of
help and disorientng and alienating

the

college

students

with

tightening dethe continually
mands. As it now stands, we are
operating little more than a two
hour addition to school each Tuesday and Thursday.
Even with these roadblocks,
however, our rather inept beginning 1s showing itself to be of
value. In school work, ‘‘social
gtace,**

expressiveness,

and

budding interests; Manila tutorial
has started to provide at least
one enjoyable and productive outlet for the natural and abundant

paper

backs,

and

magas

aines spilling over trom almost a
hundred mutilated boxes and paper bags greeted members of the
Veterans Club last Saturday morning at the Arcata Veteran's Hall.

The

pubhications,

the

result

of the Vets Club's ‘*Books for
Viet Nam'' campaign, were colted)
from
MecKinleyville
to
ave
over
the
last)
three
ho
o ae
* Saturday was
tO Seo
nd
"
em for
the lon. 3
Je OVETSCUS.
‘er it
wasn't for the fervor,
dedication
and a couple of cases
of beer, we
would have never finished,’
commented
one of the
members.

Most plentiful were the paperbacks filling up two 16 cubic foot
boxes and many smaller ones.
The largest single pubhcation
was the Reader's Digest which
filled up one 16 foot box and a
few smaller ones. General interest

magazines

made

up

the

rest. Dated news and consumer
magazines were taken to the college

library, and

specialized

pub-

lications were taken to the dump.
Approximately 5,000 pounds of
reading material were boxed.
Said one veteran holding out
the centerfold of a vintage copy
of Playboy, ‘‘To some the sacrifice must have been very great."’
The boxes, donated by Arcata

Freight and Express and Crescent Moving and Storage, will
now be trucked to Centerville for
dispersal by the military services
overseas.
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%

and

cess of this venture, will, in part,
determine
whether
or not other

All Forms Of ineuraace

Open Daily 10-5 p.m.---Friday ‘til 9--Sunday 10-5 F.m.

perience,
Community
come even
year.

the FBI and the Draft,"* stated
Hill. Senator McCarthy has pledged to rectify this situation.’

eke

Carl Johnson Co.

preted. Y.E.S. will hold its first
organizational meeting Saturday,
May 18 at 1:00 in Room 5 of the
CAC. It is hoped that new administrators will appear at this time.
With enough leadership, our ex-

related to high school years. This
is the first high school library to
open its facilities and the suc-

John Stanberry
INSURANCE

LEE PREST JEANS JACKETS VESTS
etn
AUCTION MONDAYS = 10:00 am

Planning for next year is my
major concern now. A new title
has been given the program, Youth
Educational Services, so that its
functions will not be misinter-

candidate with courage enough to
take on those three sacred cows
of the American scene; the CIA,

will

Check

on our tudget terms

We Give S & H Green Stamps

“

areas

FDITORIAL ASSISTAN'IS:

NOW 30% OFF
GIGANTIC VARIETY

>

talents of Manila children.

by John
H. Woods

discuss

“McCarthy

Hill)

The Senate gave its formal
proval, in pnnciple, to plans

‘*Politics

Presented

CamMpalgnse

demic Senate at last Thursday's
meeting.
The
five-page policy
entitled

Tytorial Program
Shows Involvement

rthy's
McCa
Politics

Staff Editorial
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Two HSC Professors
Receive Teacher Awards

Mr. Frank Watson

Green And Gold Honors
Awarded At Spring Sing

——_—-—

—--.

+

Three seniors and four juniors
were named as the latest recipients of Green and Gold Key honors at the annual Spring Sing held
in
Sequoia
Theater
Thursday
night.
Senior

winners

are Diane

Grin-

sell, Tom Osgood and Tom Moore.
Junior winners include Tom Cooper, Brian Konnersman, Rich Winnie and Noel Abinanti.
Green and Gold Key members
are selected from a list of students nominated by a secret Faculty
Committee.
Current
members of Green and Gold Key vote
on the students nominated by the
Faculty Committee with selection
based on the student's grade point
average (which must be at least
a 2.5) and his or her significant
contribution to the school through
student activities, in at least two
different areas.
Diane Grinsell, a social science major, has been active in
Spurs, (was chosen Spur of the
Year) the College Union Program
Board, Spectrum ‘a8 and has been
a frosh camp counselor.
Tom Osgood, a special major,
warked on the Homecoming Committee for 1987-68, held the position of Representative-at- Large on
the ASB Legislative Council, was
a founding group leader of Sigma
Pi, and currently holds the posit-

ion of ASB

President.

Tom
Moore
participated
in
track in 1985, was a frosh camp
counselor for 1985-67, joined Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity in 1984,
was a Delta Sig Pledge Master in
1967, worked on Mother's Day
Committee in 1987, Dad's Day
Committee in 1987 and was the
chairman

for this

year's

event.

Tom Cooper, a general studies major, has served on the Lecture-Concert Committee, been a°
Rep-at-Large, President of IK's,
and Jr. Class President. He has
also been a member of the Ad Hoc

Committee,

the

HSC

Acapella

Choir, has been active in drama,
speech
competition,
Spectrum,
and was an award winning photo-

gtapher for the Hilltopper.
Brian Konnersman,

an

English

Local Art Show

Presented Here
The fifth annual Plaza Art Festival staged last Saturday on the
Arcata Plaza featured the works
of several artists from all over
the County plus a variety of other

major, has been a staff member
and contributor to the Hilltopper
and Toyon, has played several
roles in school plays, been a
member of the SLC as a Rep-atLarge and has been a member of
Students for a Democratic Society.
Rich Winnie,
an economics
major, has served on the SLC for
two years and is currently holding
the position of vice-president of
the ASB. In 1987 he served as
Homecoming Chairman and frosh
camp director. This year he is
holding down the latter position.
Noel (Abby) Abinanti, a journalism major, has been active in
Spurs, WRA, ( Womens Recreation
Association) and is currently editor of the Lumberjack. She also
edited the 198667 Hilltopper and

Sempervirens,

the

now

activities.

Paintings, sculpture, drawings,
and pottery, all offered for sale,
were on display.
Phillip Mann, of HSC, presentec the Mime Troup show, and Mrs.
Lois Goodrich, also of HSC, presented a pupnet show.
Other activities included a silk
screen demonstration and a pottery demonstration. Several bands
from the local schools, and HSC
participated.
General chairman of the festival was Bruce Newell, of the HSC
Art Department.
The event is co-sponsored by
the Art Department and the ArCata Boosters.

defunct

yearbook).
She has served as
Mother's Day publicity chairman,

FOR
SALE--'49
Chevy
A-cyl.
Runs
well,
dependable,
good
transportation, $100. Call John
Hershberger,
campus
extension
401,
or at home:
442-797

Sno.ball publicity chairman, sectetary of her Freshman Class and
last summer she worked on Interim Govemment.
Current Green and Gold Key
members are: Don Andrews, Suzi
Winters, Lloyd Scott, Bill Huffman, Sue Smith, Dick Danielson,
Bob Henry, Mike and Karen Viera,
Ann Harter, Janeene Kruger, Georgette Telford, Gary Morse, Karen
Reese,
Janis
Banducci,
Dede
Boemker, Mary Douglass, chair-

University

of

Oregon

in

1952.

She has also been a high school
instructor, U.S. Navy Wave Offic.
er, and a camp director.
A resident

of

Arcata,

she

maintains

membership in several physical
education and recreation associons.
She was nominated because of
her

natural

tendency

to

HSC. His master's thesis, ‘‘The
Business Curriculum in a Libera)
Arts Environment,’* was publish-'
ed as a monograph and distributed
at the 1965 national meeting of
the Association of American Collegiate Schools of Business.
Watson's teaching specialty is
business law.
The nomination
cites him as “an unusually gifted teacher.’’
It is further stated

in

the

effective

programs

He

is further praised

Consumer
Reports’
sub-"
scriptions are available at a
group rate of $4,
The regular
rate is $6

per year.

Contact
Professor
Jack
Shaffer at Room 220 in the
Education-Psychology
Building, extension
332, or call
822-R492 in the evening.
“Where Geurmets Meet
fer he Ulimete
in Biniag”

def

2

re

miles

arceta

rerta

e399

Viste

Bella

action

which
have
improved
women's
physical education in this region,
her nomination stated.
Dr. Watson was completely
surprised by the nomination.
‘‘It
puts a great deal of pressure on
me to improve my teaching,"’ she
said.
Working
with
students
has
given her pleasure and satisfaction.
‘*The learning atmosphere
of a colleg is personally stimulating,’’ Dr. Watson stated, ‘‘I
enjoy it very much."’
Frank Watson joined the HSC
staff in 1985, after completing
work for a master's degree at

Vista Inn

Dance-Parties

Call

Banquets
for Special

Rates

SPECIAL MENU
OR $3 A DINNER

4

Lunches from 12 noon

AGAIN

mar, and the new members.

Psychology
Club is Formed

&

Students from the Psychology Department have recentl;
formed a Psychology Club to
attange for important speakers
in this field to speak to membets, and to promote interest
in Psychology at Humboldt.
Ben Wallace has been elected as the club's president.
Membership is open to anyone interested
in attending.
Meetings are held Fridays at
noon in Room 119 of the Education: Psychology Building.
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Consumer Report

identify

of

that ordinary

master's
seminar
in business
policy, which is the most sought
after graduate course in business.
Prior to his graduate work at
HSC, Watson retired from a career
of nearly 30 years at govemment
and industrial posts.

with students’ personal and physical interests.
Her enthusiasm
and energy combined with a general liking for students has led
to

nomination

business law courses which are
usually boring are made interesting and stimulating by Watson.

owe

Dr. Louise Watson

Dr. Louise Watson, professor
of physical education, and Frank
Watson, assistant professor of
business, were named recipients
of the 1948 Distinguished Teacher awards at Humboldt State Co)lege,
according
to
President
Cornelius H. Siemens,
The awards were unanimously
awarded by a faculty awards committee to the HSC Academic Senate. Both will receive awards of
$500. Presentation of the honors
is scheduled to be made at the
college’s
commencement
exercises on June 7.
Dr. Louise Watson has been a
member of the faculty since 1953.
She teaches courses in the Division of Health and Physical
Education, and has been chairman of the women's department
of the division for several years.
Dr. Watson has served in the
college's Academic
Senate and
was this year’s elected president
of the General Faculty. She earned her doctoral degree from the
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Professor Bush
Explains Drug

ist In

Tie For

Poetry Contest
Steve Phipps and Leroy Rakestraw received $110.00 each as
winners of the annual Dorothy
Kerr poetry contest, according to
Mike Jayne, director of the contest and HSC english instructor.

There

was

no

second

For the past several months
Charles L. Bush, philosophy instructor and assistantto the Dean
of Students, has been working on
a study entitled, ‘‘Causes and
Implications of Drug Use Among
College Students.’’
Concerning
the reasons for
his study Mr. Bush states, ‘*Through contact with student users in
the past, I have seen the obvious
distinction between what has been
written about drug users and what
they actually are like. Almost all
media coverage of drugs and drug

place

winner due to the first place tie.
Jim Linn received the third
place award of $30.
Priss Waldvagel,

Virginia

Earle,

David

Win-

slow and Tom Moreland were each
awarded an honorable mention of
$10.
The contest began over ten
years ago, according to Jayne,
by

Dorothy

contest

HSC
honor
spoke
held
there

Steve Phipps and Leroy Rakestraw, co-winners of the Dorothy Kerr Poetry Contest.

KHSC Saturday

Programs Aired
Every Saturday afternoon at
4 pem. KHSC-FM presents Saturday at State, a weekly FM progtam segment featuring music and
entertainment for the entire family.
At 4 p.m. Don Graham comes
your way with selected taped interviews of various Hollywood and

show business personalities, such
as Bill Cosby, The 5th Dimension, Louis Armstrong and many
more.
Join Terry Shores at 7 p.m.
and stay tuned to the FM sound
of 90.5 until 1 a.m.
During Terry’s six hour program the request line is always
open. Terry also is experimenting with a new aspect of radio
programming, called ‘‘The Joke
Session.’’ This is where the listening audience is invited to phone
in a favorite joke that is taped
and played back at a later time
during the course of the program.

The Marine Science Coardinating Committee of Humboldt State
College has suggested that HSC
participate in the National Sea
Grant Program at the project level.
The

committee,

composed

of

Drs. Richard Genelly, David Lauck, Roscoe Peithman and Richard
Riedenhour is soliciting project
proposals and suggests that the
proposals be reviewed by the Research and Creative Activity Com-

mittee.
Guidelines for the submission
of proposals are available in the
Biological Science, Natural Resources and Physical Science division offices and in the Academic

Intercollegiate Knights
were
awarded their bids for three concessions
in the 4&8-49 football
season at Tuesday night's meeting of the Student Legislative
Council.
The IK's bid for the food concessions Was 40%, profit for the
ASB
and 40°, for themselves.
The profits from the popcorn wagon and the cushion rentals will
be divided 40% to the ASB and
AO0*; to the IK's.
The sale of the programs was
awarded to the Lumberjack Letterman’s Club over the Forestry
Clubs bid of 70%-30%.
The Lettermen proposed the possibility
of providing football fans with an
eight

page

pictures

program

and

complete

writeups.

The

with

pro-

Is
the
educated
housewife
wasted? A final count proved the
majority attending the second debate of a series for this quarter
did not think so,
Scotty Reed and Eric Oyster
debated in favor of the proposition: **Resolved, that Educated

Housewives

are

Wasted,"*

be-

cause this education is not wisely used, andit 1s very costly to
the state, In turn, women could
be used to fill the ‘‘unemployment
gap.°*

Bill Busch and Don Pepin emphasized the importance of the
housewife in raising the children
and

managing

the

house

as

well

proposals in Washington, D.C. are
as follows; by January for funds
needed in June-July; in April for

September-October

women

the

and

receipt

in

of

Sept-

ember for January-February.

Congressman Don Clausen announced earlier this year that
there was a possibility that Humboldt might participate in the Sea
Grant proposals
if certain re-

quirements were met.

The

tradition

users

at

submitted

by

38

poets.

Judges

were HSC english faculty members
Dr.
Richard
Day,
Harold
Bragen and Robert Burroughs.

as Citizens

compose

Specialize Tune Ups, Generator, Carb,
Starter, Brakes, Muffler & Pipes.

LORENZO SHELL SERVICE
Blue Chip Stamps

Op Car Wash
Coin qth - & “O""
St. 822-7908

of ‘a8,

Miss Jeannie Brown, rep-atlarge announced to SLC the national results of the Choice ‘88
elections.
The winners were Mc
and

Rockefell-

er, in that order. She also reported that the results of the voting
on the HSC campus have not been
received, If they are received in
time, the results will be announcin next week's issue of the Lumberjack.

Readers

Dream

The Days’ Events
**Under Milk Wood,"* a play
for voices, will be presented by
the HSC Readers Theater on May
19, at 8:15 p.m. in Sequoia Theatet.
“Under
Milk
Wood"
takes
place during a 24 hour period,

It

begins

with

people

dreaming

and then runs through a full day
until they go back to bed.
The
action takes place in a small
Welsh town where everyone knows
everyone else. Twenty students,
each reciting the part of more
than one person, will perform.

Track

been

negative

and

2.

Constructive

of

a

restructuring

of

personality.
3.
Peer group association,
drug use is becoming socially
acceptable and
normal behavior
to an increasing number of college students.
4. Problem solving, when drugs
are used in an attempt to resolve
petceived
personal
and social

Planned

‘'51%

of the electorate.’’
As the debate moved to the
audience emotions became charged. In the final count, 57 thought
that housewives were wasted and
7h did not concur with that opine
ion.

For Car Service

gram would be printed in conjunction with the HSC
News
Bureau.
The winning bid allowed 75% of the profit for ASB and
25°. for the Lettermen.
In other action, SLC voted to
lease six IBM electric typewriters for student use in the library.
If the use of these machines
proves beneficial, more may be
leased during the vear.
ASB will lease the typewriters
at a charge of around $11 each
per month, and each student will
be charged 10¢ per hour on acoin
operated basis.
The machines
will be available in September

Kennedy

has

frequently wierd and sensationalist variety. On the other hand
there has been a noticable lack
of any research and data in this
area, particularly when dealing
with the question of why people
use them.’
Since beginning his research,
Mr. Bush has attended a number
of conferences
throughout
the
state and has distributed over one
hundred questionnaires to drug
users.
Subsequent analysis of the results of these questionnaires has
determined
the
direction
and
scope of yet another study. This
one will be much more lengthy and
detailed and will involve between
three to four hundred drug users.
The results of this study will
then be fed into the ‘‘Drug Abuse
Information Project’* at the University of California Medical Center in San Francisco. This will
be done in conjunction with simitaking place
studies
lar such
throughout the state. Ultimately
the project will be published and
should do much to give a more
clear and accurate picture of drug
use and abuse and the underlying
motivations behind them.
Mr. Bush further states, ‘‘In
my Opinion, the public has been
subjected to a kind of massive
scare campaign because of the
publicity over growing use of
drugs. What has been written for
popular circulation 1s uniformly
misleading and inaccurate with
everybody crying ‘‘fire’’ and few
people attempting to do anything
to find out what's happening.’
Mr. Bush’s initial survey of
over
100 questionnaires
dealt
with two basic questions:
1. Why do you smoke marijuana, take LSD or use amphetamines?
2. What has changed about you
and your relationship to others
since you started using any or
all of these drugs?
Users were divided into two
groups: regular users and occasional users.
The study showed that there
seemed to be at least five sets of
motivating circumstances which
lead to the use of drugs with
varving frequency, briefly:
1. Pleasure, either immediate
or long term.

with a luncheon held to
the winners.
Dr. Siemens
at this year's luncheon
last Thursday.
This year
were 172 pages of poetry

Carthy,

as her role as a ‘‘more well-informed citizen.**
Don Pepin elaborated on the
role of a housewife as a business
and financial manager. This 1s
an important fact in today*s society where most of the buying 1s
done by the women. Also the

Affairs Office.
Deadlines for

of Korbel.

become a

SLC Awards 1968
Concessions To Knights

Housewives
Marine Science Not Wasted
Eyes Sea Grants

Kerr

has

Humboldt
State's
Intramural
Program will sponsor a track and
field meet for students that did
hot compete
in intercollegiate
track ot ctoss country May 22 and
236

problems.
5. Escape

pressures,

from

either

as in the case of the
drinker, as much of the

In regards to motives it was
found that the marijuana and LSD
user is most likely to be first
motivated by peer group assoce
iation,

if he

and

becomes

Keg

Headquarters

4TH STREET MARKET
Open Sam - 12pm

Open Fri & Sat iam
-

-

a reg-

ular user, he must have learned
as
experience
his
to identify
pleasurable. Very few used mafijuana as a theraputic device and
few used it for restructuring of
their personalities, Most simply
used it for a relaxant and gentle
social escape, much as alcohol
is commonly used, Finally there
were a few who used the drug
much as a problem drinker uses
as a constant attempt
alcohol,
at escape from the trouble and
problems of reality.
In the case of LSD, it was discovered that ‘‘acid’’ is seldom
taken just for the kicks like marijuana but rather for the therapeutic or constructive restructuring
qualities that the individual hoped to gain through its use.
Amphetamines, on the other
hand, have long been used by
college students to provide extra drive and energy to study or
to complete some other lengthy
or tiring task. More recently however, larger doses are being used
to produce an experience which
some perceive as pleasurable. It
should be noted that such abuse
can lead w severe physical and
mental disorders.
Mr.
Bush
summanzed
his
study by saying that perhaps the
most important consequence which
follows

from drug use,

come

from

laws regarding marijuana which
do not in fact reflect the low abuse potential of the drug and
treats marijuana as though 1 were
different than other regulated but

not prohibited drugs, when in fact
it is not. Young people increasingly view themselves as criminals under the law, although they
recognize that no harm follows
from their actions. The result is
increasing alienation from that
legal and social structure which
supports misordered laws. Putting these laws in order could
well be an important step in the
direction of reintergr ating a seriously split culture.

10th Annual Is
Now On Sale
The

Forestry

Club’s

annual

yearbook, the Annual Ring, is
now on sale in the Forestry Building.
This is the tenth year of
publication.
The theme of this year's annual is ‘Innovations of the Future.**
In the forward Jim Smith,
a forestry major, the editor, writes
that ‘‘As future forester and land
managers it is essential that we
have the insight as to what the
future will be, not only in processing, but also employment op:
portunities."
The Annual Ring
is $2.00 for Forestry Club membets and $2.50 for non-members.
The annual includes various
activities that the Forestry Club
has
pafticipated
in during the
the forestry

rm

or

problem
time as

pos sible.

past year as well

‘Party

and

problems

temporarily

as articleson

industry.

Hopkins
Second
Hand Store
760 15th St.
Arcata

822-2040
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Kinetic Art On Display
meg

y,

Kinetic
Art,
the
art of
forms in motion, will be the
subject of a lecture to be delivered at HSC.
Speaking will
be Fletcher Benton, considered to be one of the most important leaders
in this new
field of art.
Glenn Berry, associate professor of arts at HSC, explained something of the nature and
history of Kinetic Art to a Lumberjack staff member.
‘In
the
19th
century
the
arts were in a class by themselves.
The artist stuck to

materials.

With

the

20th

gan

to spread

the

century
out

the
and

coming

of

the

arts

be-

and

diversi-

fy. Artists looked to industry
and scientific technology for
new mediums and materials to
work with. Out of this search
for new modes of expressian
Kinetic Art was born.
In Kinetic Art the image

Photography by
8 OO
om mst.

that is presented to the eve is
not static but is continuously
changing.
This is done by em-

ploying
in

electrical

some

energy

cases,

the

power of wind."’
A
selection
Fletcher Benton
on display
gallery.

of
is

or,

simple

work
by
currently

in the art building
Benton
graduated

College

of

Arts

and

Crafts, San Francisco Art Institute and San Jose State College.

Special Education Boosts New

Offerings For Next Year
The

training

of

teachers

for

educationally handicapped children was discussed at last Thursday's Curriculum Committee meeting. A favorable vote concluded
the discussion by the committee
on a proposal that will add four
new
classes
to the Education
Curriculum.
Dr. Donald Mahler, a new faculty member in special educate
ion,

presented

the proposal

to the

Curticulum Committee and answered the Committee's questions.
The
proposal was approved
unanimously

without

ammendment.

In other actions, the Committee referred a proposal from the
History Department back to the
Social Sciences Division for their
cpproval.
The proposal would
change

the

general

education

pattern in History.
According

ot,

Chairman

Committee,

to Dr. Joseph

of
the

the

Train-

Curriculum

History

change

would remove the level 11 alternate in the present catalog.
The referral of the proposal
came at the request of the request of the Social Sciences Division representative to the Committee,
Mrs.
Kathryn
Corbett.
The reason given for the refertal

Armstrong

His works have been displayed at over 40 different exhibits since 1981 including the
New York World's Fair, Los
Angeles County Museum, Philadelphia Museum of Art and
the Carnegie International Exhibition.
In 1988 the magazine ‘‘Art of America"' selected him as New Talent, U.S.A.
his
Benton
will
deliver
lecture, including a color film
on Kinetic Art, on Friday, May
17 at 8:00 p.m. in Sequoia
Theater.

fron: Miami University, Oxford,
Ohio.
He has taught at Califomia

Tom

RR

painting,
sculpture
and
other
traditional
fields

Qf Students

was the absence of Division
proval of the proposal.

ajr
Jr.,

Baptism Is Topic
Of Minister’s
Lecture Wed.
Reverend
just recently

of Sterling

College,

Presbyterian and Princeton Theological

seminaries,

Rev.

Boring

is with a group of clergy and laymen that are on an inter-church
teaching mission in the Eureka
area. The group includes aMethodist,

Roman

Catholic,

Baptist,

and

topic

thei

of

concetning

Southern

Presbyterians.
the

teaching

The

will

be

in

the

Baptism

Holy Spirit, and its renewing power in the Chutch.
A time for questions and discussion is scheduled to follow
the speaker.

Opera Workshop

Ends With Sun.
Performance

Named

Syvracuse University
a bachelor's degree

College

by

master's

as Associate Dean of StudentsActivities at Humboldt State Col-

the University of Southern Califomia in 1952. He completed his
doctorate in administration and
supervision of student personnel
services only last month at the
University
of California,
Los
Angeles.

effective

September

1,

1968.

Students,

Activities-

Housing,

who 1s retiring. Miss Buchanan
will bring to a close a career of
22 vears at the College, during
which

time

lish

she

teacher,

served as an

an

associate

Eng-

pro-

fessor
of
speech,
Director of
Scholarships, a counselor, Dean

of Women, and Associate Dean of
Students.
The 44 year old Simmons has
held his present post at Lewis
and Clark College for the past
four

years.

His

previous

appoint-

ments include Dean of Men at the
University of California, Riverside; head coach at Glendale College; assistant football coach at
Occidental College and football
coach at Fillmore, California.
He was also manager of the
Fillmore

Community

Recreation

Program, a swimming instructor,
and a pilot in the U.S. Air Force
fot three years.

The

new

appointee

attended

a

in

and received
from Occid-

ental

of

of the
will be

Dean

at Lewis and Clark College, Portland, Oregon, has been appointed

Dr. Simmons will succeed Miss
Kate Buchanan, Associate Dean

speaking in Founder's Hall auditotium at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday,
May 22, under the sponsorship of
Campus Christan Fellowship.
A gtaduate

Dr. Harry Edward Simmons,
Associate Dean of Students

lege,

Mel
Boring, until
a campus minister

on the Berkeley
campus
University of Califomia,

Associate

1950,

degree

followed
earned

at

Princeton Prof
Talks
On Peace
Professor Richard Shaull, professor

of

Theology

Theological

at

Princeton

Seminary

will

be

speaking on ‘‘politics of peace in
a world of revolution” in the CAC
at noon, Monday May 20.
Sponsored by the Peace and
Freedom Perty, Professor Shaull
who

is a

member

of

North

Ameri-

can Congress in Latin America,
will deal with the question of
“Christianity and Revolution in
Latin America."
Shaull was a delegate to the
World Council of Churches and
co-authored
a book, ‘‘Containment
and Change,"’ with Clark
Ogelsby, former president of the
National Students fat a Democratic Society.

Operatic variety will be the
feature of this Sunday's closing
presentation in this year's Hum-

boldt State College

Opera

Delicious Mexican Food
...Best this side of the border
American food and beer, too!

if

es

&
-

Mrs.
Da

PE

Pe

i

ulcer

Vela

ai,

aaay

A fine selection of
Keepsake, Orange
Blossom
and True
Love engagement
rings

104 G St.
Mr.

t

yA

MONA’S CAFE
Proprietors:

—_

es M

Hernandez
PE

PEPE

LE

IPE

Work-

shop series. The production of
arias and scenes from diverse
works for the musical stage will
be performed in the Music Building free of charge at 8:15 p.m.
Solo arias from ‘‘Carmen,"*
**Mignon,** “‘The Marriage of Figaro,"’ ‘‘Der Freischutz,’’ Handel's
‘‘Julius
Caeser,"*
and Verdi's
“Othello’* will be featured with
Nicolai‘s
comic
opera,
‘The
Merry Wives of Windsor,**
Dr. Leon
Wagner, director of the Opera workshop revealed.
Operatic
excerpts
featuring
scenes for women's chorus will
include Gilbert and Sullivan's
“The Gondoliers"’ with incidental
solos, Chorus of the Bells from
‘*Pagliacci"’ and ‘Jeannie’s Packin’ Up’ from ‘‘Brigadoon.''
Contemporary gtand opera in
English will be represented by a
scene from the second act of Benjamin Britten's ‘‘Peter Grimes’
with chorus and solos.
Nineteen singers from the college campus and community have
been preparing for theit roles during the spring quarter under Dr.
Wagner's instruction.
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Jacks Skip Cellar,
Win 2 at Sonoma

Indian Way of
Life Explained
To Students
by Vicki Humphry
Twelve
students
from
Dr.
Jack Shaffer's psychology of prejudice class attended a field trip
to Hoopa on May 3 to become
familias with the Indians of this
area who comprise the county's
largest minority group.

They
talked
with
various
people
concerned with Indian
affairs
and became acquainted
with the Indian's history, customs, ceremonies and artifacts.
An anthropclogist, Mr. Kenneth Martin, who is manager of

the

Hoopa

Valley

Business

have

for the Indian

Far Western Conference twin-bill
last Saturday at Sonoma.
The doubleheader was the last
games of the season for the Lumjack nine. They finished with a
league record of 4-10 and an overall mark of 16°16. Sacramento
breezed past Davis last weekend
to displace the Jacks as the FWC
champions.
‘It was an excellent showing
by the boys,'*remarked Coach Ced
Kinzer on the team's eftorts,
“We were never at complete
strength th.s year. Injuries, the
Army,

could

the

family

it,**

added

do

no

wrong.

as he fashioned

banged

shutout

over the hosts in the seven. inning opener. Bob Whittaker followed the

of

lefty with

his

own

a two-hit

in

the

shutout

tive

nine-inning

HSC's
little third baseman,
Wong, collected five hits in

as many

trips

and

Falgout,

Marshall
[SE

second

sacker,

four-for

went

eee

een
ee thr <the
eseai,
the

| BE

Laboratory.

As

Wong

and

Whit-

fea-

tured Ayala’s two-run single. Ayala collected 10 rbi's over the
two games with Sonoma.
Seniors who played their last
baseball game for HSC were: ayala, Ron Dias, Falgout, Hanley,
Maltagliati, Tom Patmore, Tom
Thomsen, Whittaker, and Wilkin-

Bu
271.1

Newspape
and

ress

tional

sOne

“*Next year we'll have a new
eager group. We will have to start
all over again and we will have
all of the incentive in the world.
We'll have more depth and our
pitching should be improved,’’
stated Kinzer.
“we will have a lot more speed
next year. This year we didn't
the coach commenthave enough,’
ed.
Probably our highlight of the
season was when we played the
University of California and beat
them and then in the same weekend took a doubleheader from San
Francisco. Wilkinson's four-hitter against California was his
best game ever and one of the
team’s best,’’ remarked Kinzer.

i|
‘i

BARNES
DRUG

ty

the plate for the Jacks which

F

for themselves.

doubles

taker. In the third frame ‘‘Maytag*’
sent aSonoma pitch 400-feet into
deep centerfield for a one-run
blast.
Two tallies were scored in the
fourth and one in the sixth. The
third inning saw three runs cross

nightcap.

Joe

error set

in the seventh.
In the second game HSC again picked up an early lead. The
Jacks scored four in the first innIng on an error, and interference
call on the Cossack catcher,a tworun single by first baseman Paul
Jackson
and
a_ two-bagger
by
Frank Maltaghiati.
Humboldt pushed a long score
across in the second on consecu-

Humboldt

a two-hit

an

runs

Kinzer..

They

with

ing's uprising. The Jacks closed
out the games scoring with three

out 27 hits and scored 29 runs for
the two games. Southpaw Billy
Wilkinson returned to his old form

for

greater collaboration between the
They
college and the Indians.
could be beneficial in areas of
social science research, and because they are our largest disadvantaged group, could possibly
to furtha their
be encouraged
educations and make better lives

in

Against the Cossacks

in regard to

possibilities

death

coupled

the stage for Ayala's three-run
four-master. Two bases on balls,
singles by Hanley, Falgout, Wilkinson, and Wong finished the inn-

: f
ii 4 .
i
|
i
i
i Hi

says

sees

a

er regained

his attitude and way of living.
Dr. Shaffer would like to make
a trip of this sort again, and

he

and

by Wong

hurt us a lot,’ stated Kinzer on
the Jacks season.
“We lost our momentum after
the San Francisco series and nev-

f| ai

Council, gave them some genera]
information on the Hoopa area.
Mr. Latham, from the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, presented a
perspective of the bureau, and
its role in the Indian's life. He
that it is regarded
mentioned
with some ambivalence, in spite
of the services it renders, because of its contro] over the use
of tribal lands.
At Hoopa High Schoo] students talked with the schoo?s prinMr.
cipal, Mr. Robert Burcell.
with the
is concemed
Burcell
He
assimilation of the Indian.
feels the day of the red man 1s
over, and that the Indian must
become a white man if he wants
to be successful.
Mrs. Elsie Rickles, who is
active in Indian affairs, conducted a tour of the reservation and
explained the customs and religShe
ion of the Hoopa Indian.
that the
views
her
expressed
traditional Indian ways should not
be forgotten, but preserved because of the value she feels they

12-0 in a

17-0 and

State

Sonoma

‘Waterland By Night’
heme For Water Ballet

four to pace the Jack's victory
in the first game.
The Green and Gold first drew
blood when singles by Wong, Mel
Shuman, and a sacrifice fly net
ted the visitors a run. The Jacks
added two more in the second on
a walk to Wilkinson, a single by
Wong, an error, and centerfielder
Keith Ayala'’s one-base hit.
Singles by shortstop Bob McAllister, Captain
Dick Hanley,
Falgout and a fielder’s choice along with a double by Wong scored three more for the Lumberjacks
in the third.
In the sixth frame Humboldt
exploded for six runs. A single

Faced with the possibility of
finishing
in the league cellar
Humboldt State's baseballers came
alive and snapped a 12-game los‘ing streak as they demolished

i 2 FE i j

Page &

TYPING AT HOME
Phyllis Smith
experience thesis &
term papers

‘Oa the Plaza’

Jan Foye
‘‘Waterland 3y Night’’ will be the theme for this year’s annual Water Show being presented by the Women’s Recreation
Association May 24th and 25th.
The water show, which is being put on for the enjoyment of
the general public, will include a wide variety of numbers,
ranging from solos and duets to a routine featuring 18 swimmers in perfect synchronization.
Synchronized

swimming,

ing

which

is also called water ballet, could
probably best be described as two
or more swimmers co-ordinating
their movements as gracefully and

Deem

effortlessly as possible to a set

in the

water

creating

These

lightweight

and

water

will

the

materflow

through them readily. In addidtion,
sequins, artificial flowers, braid
and other types of jewelry and
beads will be worn as part of some
of the costumes.
Each swimmer will also be
ition to his or her costumein keeping with the particular theme of

the routine he or she is doing.
Water Show Production is an
actual class at HSC in which members of the class are required to
work on various committees in
preparation for the Water Show and/
or participate in the swimming ev-

ents. It is a three unit class and
meets the general educationdrama

there

Jessie Whitmore gave a weak
performance as Lucy and John
Capps might have been a little
more convincing as Mr. Bloodgood, Other than this the acting
was quite fine. Particularly good
were Judith Shogren as Alida and
Fritz Folkerts as Badger. James
Spalding gave a sterling performance as the butler, Edwards.
Sound, lighting and set were
blended to perfection by director
Bill Smith. The audience was so
caught up in the production that
they were dutifully hissing the
villian and cheering the hero befare the play had reached the
half way point.
worthy of note
Particularly
that Jean
the costumes
were
Young and her staff had created.
They were well done and obviously had taken hours of work. Makeup, as always in Sequoia Masque productions, was superb.

Reasons For
Absences Asked

wearing waterproof makeup in add-

requirement.
This year

‘Streets’

pect.

ials willnot restrict the swimmer’s
movements

will be four

performances of the water show
with the first three scheduled for
Friday May 24. The first show will

begin at 10:00 a.m. followed by a
performance at 1:30 p.m. and an
evening performance at 8:00. The
last performance will be the following evening at 8:00.

Bulletin from Counseling Center

The staff of the Counseling
Center feels it is the responsi bility of the student to notify the
professors of the reasons for prolonged absences such as hospitalization ot lengthy illness. Direct contact between student and
professor will facilitate commununication as to the reasons for

the absence and what make-up
work may be required. Therefore
we urge the students to be responsible for the contact and not
use the Counseling Center as a

go

between.

cases

Only

Price of admission for the even-

relationship.

Pav teot088
OT

eeee

VOLLANS

i HUMBOLOT ferone BANK

2bdeO 7595
Open 7:30 a.m. to §:30 p.m. Monday-Thursday
Open ull 6 p.m. Friday
4

ae

ae

extreme
in in-

tervening in the student-professor

LUMBERJACKS

A

in

do we feel justified

aeNP HUMBOLDT STATE

a

$1.00

by Richard Varenchik

lace, polished cotton and

muslin.

be

Sequoia Masque has presented
Humboldt State College with another outstanding theatrical production. The stagingof Dion Boucicault’s ‘‘Streets of New York**
was excellent in nearly every as-

illusion
of floating
stars and
twirling spheres, and a number
with
the
swimmers
performing
stunts around a floating pot of
fire.
For each number, the swimmers
will be wearing colorful costumes
to represent the theme of the routine. A variety of materials will be
used for the costumes, including

nylon,

will

Booo-you-tiful

rhythm. This type of swimming
takes a great deal of strength,
skill and timing because each
swimmer must be in perfect time
with the others as well as the
music.
Music
for the program will
range from clas sical selections to
the modern sounds of groups like
the Baja Marimba Band, with each
musical piece reflecting the mood
of the routine.
Some of the highlights of the
program will be: a routine where
the scene is darkness, broken
only by shimmering lights as the
swimmers
perform a variety of
patterns

performances

for adults, 25¢ for children under
12, and 50¢ for HSC students with
student body cards.

aes

a. I,
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Coed Track
Shows at SJ
by Ellen Gardner
Humboldt’s
women's
to do as

well

The
women's
softball
team
won both games of a recent double header with Shasta,
The score of the first game
was 154.
Jan Hilfiker and Pat
Susan both hit home-runs.
Pat Barrows pitched and made
four strikeeouts and walked nobody.
Kim Brown pitched the second
game.
HSC won with a score of
17-18.
The fourth inning was highlighted by a triple play.
With
bases loaded and no outs, third
baseman Lynn Warner caught a
line
drive,
touched
third and
threw to second for a triple play,

track

this coming

weekend at HSC’s Annual Invitational Track Meet,
The
team entered only six
events at San Jose and still won
an’ overall
third place.
There
were fourteen schools participating in the meet,
Individual
honors
went
to
Cinda Van Duzer who won the
Most Outstanding Track Award,
She placed first in the 440 yard
and 880 yard runs. She also ran
the anchor
leg for Humboldt's
first place 880 yard medley relay
team,
Pat Susan took first in the
javelin with a throw of 118'1'',
She also ran for the relay team
and placed fourth in the discus.
220
440
had

Janet Niece took a fifth in the
vard dash and a fourth in the
vard run.
In addition, she
a place on the winning relay

team.

Terry

in the

high

Baxter

placed

third

placed

fifth

jump.

Barbara

Perkins

in the 80 meter hurdles and was
fourth member of the relay team.
Shiela
Perkins
placed
sixth
in
the 440 vard run and took a third
In the $80 vard run.
Other
members
of
the
team
that will participate this weekend
are Pat Wold, Lynn Forson, Sherry

Miles,

Kim

Brown

and

Georgia

Becker,
Humboldt)
State
1s)
hosting
eight schools tor this weekend's
meet.
They are San Jose State,
Chico State, U.C,. at Davis, Stanford)
University,
Sonoma
State,
University
of
Nevada,
Shasta
Junior College and Southem Oregon College,

HSC placed first in the meet
last vear. They hope to success.
fully

defend

coming

their

title

for

the

event.

Events
lows:
50

May

Arcata

Road,

Shepard.

Female 5 months

Inconsistant Play Mars
Humboldt

Golf Season

“Our
season
was
characterized by inconsistancy,'* was the
statement
made
by Golf
Coach
“‘Franny"’ Givins as he describe

ed the season performance of his
squad after the FWC Championships
at YOLO
Club in Woodland

Entering
with

an

Fhers
on May

the

Country
2-4.

champonships

overall

record

of

3-4

1n

dual meet competition the Lumberjacks placed fifth out of afield

McMannis,
Jim
Guy
and Gary
Crooks reported scores of 167,
168, and 185 respectively.
Coach Givins reported: ‘We
didn't do as well as we had hoped. We didn't all play well at the
same time. We had a disappointIng
all

experience.

was

boldt

fourth

and

S.F.

with
State

place honors with
645
each
while
brought

up

the

rear

615;
tied

his

two

rounds

Sohate |

Hume

for

season

6

out

of

will be

11's THe RAGE
REGULAR
MOOCEL

we

fifth

team scores of
Sonoma
State
with

a score

led,

for

Next

7 of the men on the squad
returning.’*

of eight teams.
Chico and Sac.
Stute tied for first place honors
with
identical
team
records
of
609. Cal State Havward was second
with a score of 614; Nev-

ada

PEACE
SMEDALLION

season but next year they'll
have
had one more year of

while

IN

ANTIQUE

NsSeerol ee

ane

ile

Send check or money order.
sure to include your Zip Code. No
pustage or handling charges. Adé
soles

tax.

Proengt shipment. Satisfaction Guaranteed

Tee mMOrF CO.
°. o. Ors, BEES ‘eee Soper Suen

Dennis

the javelin.

Coaching

this

hands

and

of

Miss

year's

team

1s

Dr.

Louise

Wat-

Lynn

Warner.

Dr.

Watson is the head of the Women's
Physical
Education Department.
Miss Warner 1s a graduate student
in Physical Education,

5th &T Streets
Eureka

Baseball’s
Keith Ayala
Chosen MVP

Sirloin Steak - $1.29

KEEP 00S MEMORY ALIVE!

Display i Proadly # yeu believed in his teachings!

Centerfielder Keith Avala was
chosen
last
Tuesday,
the Most

Valuable Player for the Humboldt
baseball squad of 1988.
Shortstop Bob McAllister and
second
baseman
Marshall
Falgout tied for the Most Inspuirational Player award.
Falgout was

ture gold

860 G St.

baseballs.

Bob
Whittaker
was
Most Valuable Pitcher.
the

Bob

Keslev

10%

picked
He was
Memorial

The late Mt. Kesley
for the Jacks in 1954.

sce
JACK-CYN
ACRES
ALL OCCASSIONS

Phene 683-1701
Sa.
aowate

ANTIQUE GOLD FINISH
2°' ROUND MEDALLION
ON LONG HEAVY 27"
DECORATIVE CHAIN

® Malm & oan

also chosen as Mt. Hustle.
All
three players will receive mina-

Award.
pitched

Sunday,

IN LASTING TRIBUTE
OM tata 2
DR. MARTIN LUTHER
KING JR.

Cinda Van Duzer,Coed Track Star.

Larry Babica had the lowest
total score for two rounds with
154. Mike Cloney turned in a 161

given

to 4, Old

noon

Belgian

dash,
220 yard
dash, 440 vard
run,
880 vard run,
70 and 200
vard
hurdles,
440
vard
relay,
discus, shot put, high jump, long

son,

SALE:

19th,

Jan Hilfiker, Carol Hill, Becky
Hunt, Barbara Perkins, Pat Susan
Lynn Warner, Bev Wasson, Pam
Watkins and Rixie Wehiren. Miss
Barbara van Putten coaches the
team,

443-2587.

of 880. U.C. Davis was disqualif-

in the

GARAGE

Team members were Pat Barrows, Penny Benson, Kim Brown

1’4 mile south of Indianola cutoff.
ac
-FREE PUPPY: Cocker Spaniel-

to be held are as folyard dash, 100 vard

jump and

Page 7

Women’s Softball Team
Takes Two From Shasta

team made an excellent showing
last weekend at San Jose.
They

hope

The Lumberjack

On the Plaza
Arcata

piscount

10%

for H.S.C. Students on

Sead yeor check or money order tedey! Special

while sopply lests! Sead 2.98 fer cach modaliics
0am cap came

ee

@

EA.

ALL sporting goods,
sports equipment

10% with asBcara 10%}
BPEUPUEEEEEPESEESE

or money

Hienentors

pees

tes

LTO: 690 Taft st. Ne. Bellmore, N.Y. 11710;

a
check which one as

= LJ ment
MEDALLION

went

[7] awn

ame
§ Avoress

be
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Te

ata
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NOW

RENTING
for

the

69

SCHOOL

Arcata

Commons

1935
Phone

H
St.
822-1015

YEAR

Tea
Garden
Apts.
587
F
Sst.
#€
Phone 822-1015
lS

hae

Arcata
Hwy.
17th

Motel
101

Just
north
of
&
G
intersection

Phone

822-3872

Arcata

Hotel
‘On
the
Plaza’
Phone
822-3830
Reservations
FIRST

COME

So

on

- FIRST
Basis

ACT

SERVED

NOW

ALSO:
Lower

summer

rates

available

APTS.
GARDEN
TEA
and
Arcata
for
the
summer,

in
at

822-1015

or

drop

by

in

ARCATA

If

you

are

why

not

give

Arcata

Commons

COMMONS

staying
us
Apt

a

call
116A

